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C ycling is a cost and space efficient strategy 
for reducing traffic congestion, sedentarism 

and the metropolitan carbon footprint. However, 
while cycling dominates as a form of physical 
activity for recreational purposes in Australia, 
overall, it is declining as a mode of commuter 
transport (Munro 2019a). Choosing to cycle rather 
than drive is still viewed as a marginal activity, 
undertaken by people positioned as ‘odd’, 
‘outsiders’ or indeed ‘deviant’. 

This is not inevitable. In the oldest and largest 
capital, Sydney, arguably among the worst cities 
in the world for traffic congestion,1 respondents 
to the City of Sydney Council’s latest quadrennial 
Active Transport survey attest to an increased use 
of cycling as a form of active transport. Surveys 
chart a doubling from 2017 to 2021, a stated 
behaviour which stayed resilient during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and its associated lockdowns, 
even as public transport use decreased (Beale 
2021). In another hint of alternative cityscapes, 
the City of Sydney (2020b) permanently reduced 
speed limits to 40 kilometres (kms) per hour 
across neighbourhood roads, totalling 277 kms if 
stretched end to end.

As cities move to embrace new modes of 
transport, there is an opportunity to capitalise 
on such gains and change how we travel across 
Sydney’s streets and byways, to realise Sydney 
as a pro-cycling city on par with Amsterdam, 
London, Utrecht, or Vancouver. Redressing the 
seemingly intractable infrastructure problems 

from which so much of Sydney’s transport 
conflicts emerge requires a combination of the 
iterative tactics of pro-cycling councils such as 
the City of Sydney, along with a dramatic change 
in our allocation of public spaces — including 
road networks. Naturalising cycling for transport 
is a key part of the challenge. The city must 
accommodate the presence of slower cyclists and 
challenge gendered understandings of cycling as 
an activity that caters best for relatively affluent 
middle-aged men.

The number of people hospitalised in Australia 
because of injuries sustained while riding a 
bicycle are increasing in their prominence (see 
Henley and Harrison 2021; Centre for Road Safety 
NSW 2017). Overall, greater Sydney needs a wider 
change in cultural attitude where roads are no 
longer the preserve of fast-moving vehicles. 
Sydney needs a road network that prioritises 
pedestrians, cyclists, and other active transport 
users, while accommodating vehicle access for 
loading and servicing. It also requires that policing 
practices shift to understand cycle accidents 
as a preventable public danger, rather than 
investigations post-accident where the onus of 
proving guilt is left to the injured cyclist (see John’s 
story, Figure 1 and Bicycle Network, 2018).  

1 Sydney is ranked 29th worst in the world, according to 
the 2020 Inrix Global Traffic Scorecard which identifies and 
analyses trends in more than 900 cities worldwide. See 
https://inrix.com/scorecard/ 

Introduction.1.
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John’s Story

I     moved to Sydney from Tasmania about 26 years ago and settled on the lower North Shore.  At 74 
years of age, I have been a cyclist all my life although in Sydney I only had the courage to start riding 

in my 60s. Greater Sydney has so much to offer keen cyclists. The pleasure of being out on my wheels 
on a sunny day taking it all in, stopping for a coffee somewhere and finally arriving back home in 
one piece is a real pleasure. The problem is that there is very limited infrastructure in greater Sydney 
dedicated to us riders. This is exacerbated by the presence of too many drivers that put our safety at 
risk, exacerbated by a police force reticent to enforce cycling safety laws. 

In October 2014 cycling home on a familiar route in the back streets of Cammeray, my life changed. I was 
approaching a left turning blind corner in a narrow road when a red P-plater came around the corner, 
straight towards me, on the wrong side of the road! I thought that was it, my life done. I manoeuvred to 
avoid the oncoming car, and instead, flipped over the handlebars. I landed on my head, broke my neck 
in two places (C1 and C2 – the “hangman’s fracture”) and my thoracic spine in four. 90 percent of people 
who break C1 and C2 either die or end up quadriplegic. I was in the lucky 10 percent. However, because 
the car did not directly hit me, the police treated the driver as a witness. 

I recovered from this horrific accident and was back cycling after nine months. 

Then, in June 2020, I was cycling to my gym in Crows Nest. It was a clear, dry morning. At 7:00am a 
car came out of a side lane, ignored the T-junction to slam into me. I suffered fractures of the shoulder 
and hip, requiring surgery. This was the tipping point. I can no longer cycle in Sydney. I don’t have the 
courage. I am doing away with bikes and will find another activity to keep me fit and healthy. This 
distresses me enormously and I get quite angry when I think about why I am no longer a Sydney cyclist.

This is a choice forced on me.

Figure 1.
I can no longer cycle 

in Sydney. I don’t 
have the courage.
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About our research.

T o help transform Australia’s cities into 
cycling friendly landscapes, a team of 

researchers from the University of Wollongong, 
the University of Canberra, and the University of 
Sydney undertook a three-year program of work 
titled Pedalling for Change: Cultural Geography 
for Traffic Congestion Innovation with funding 
from the Australian Research Council [ARC 
DP190100185]. The Pedalling for Change research 
team argued that ‘scaling up’ cycling for national 
benefit requires attention to: (1) the diverse 
embodied knowledge of cycling, from actual and 
aspiring cyclists, and (2) the structural obstacles 
encountered within policy. 

While the overall ARC research project also 
looked at cycling in Wollongong and surrounding 
areas, this report’s focus on Sydney is precisely 
because of its notoriety as a hard-to-cycle and 
highly congested city. We conjectured that policy 
impasses would be easier to make transparent 
in Sydney, given the keen efforts of the City of 
Sydney Council to encourage active transport. 
Thinking through what a keen local government 
agency must navigate assists our analysis, 
with the added benefit that any cycling policy 
breakthroughs in Sydney will likely translate to 
other, less challenging, Australian sites —  
but not necessarily the other way around. 

 

To assist with bridging the gap between policy 
and cycling perspectives on the ground, we 
formed a Cycling Dialogue Group, comprising 
some 22 volunteers who remained in touch 
through the vicissitudes of COVID-19 (from an 
original group of 40). Over time, this group 
represented a diversity of active cycling 
perspectives, bringing together bicycle 
commuters who travel to and from work (some 
with young children), small business owners, 
cycling safety experts, a delivery truck driver, 
government, and other professional workers. 
Their substantive expertise on and experiences 
of the difficulties that comprise everyday 
navigation of Sydney’s traffic were further 
supplemented by interviews with not-for profit, 
local and state government policy experts in the 
areas of transport, infrastructure, and health. 

As part of these conversations, we were mindful 
of who was not in the room and of whose voices 
might not be heard, which includes people 
living in places of transport poverty in the outer 
suburbs of Greater Sydney, people whose 
livelihoods depend on motorised vehicles (such 
as taxi, delivery, or emergency vehicle drivers), 
people whose livelihoods depend on cycling and, 
importantly, people who despise sharing space 
with cyclists. At the same time, surveys of journey 
to work by mode of transport (ABS 2016) suggest 

our sample is representative of those people 
who commute by bike, who tend to be employed 
in professional white-collar services and earn a 
liveable wage (Hughes 2020). 

This report presents the issues and ideas 
generated through our deliberations. It does 
not claim to be comprehensive. We have not 
aimed for a synoptic document which canvasses 
all possible issues, nor do we claim to speak 
for all cyclists, for all suburbs and centres in 
Greater Sydney, or for all the stakeholders 
who have interests in how roads are used and 
the priorities for infrastructure investments. 
Similarly, we do not claim that as a group we 
have thought of things no one has considered 
before. Our ideas and recommendations may 
repeat what is already being tried in parts of 
Sydney — especially within the City of Sydney 
Local Government Area (LGA) — reinforcing 
the importance of existing initiatives and of 
continually pushing for a bolder vision.

This report aims for cut through on some key issues 
that we believe need more attention for active 
transport to dominate in Sydney, interwoven with 
the experiences of Dialogue Group members who 
occupy the space between policy ideals and lived 
realities on the ground. We vacillated between 
being pragmatic to being bold. For instance, by 
imagining funding for a mode share shift to 50% 

active transport use by 2030, against the current 
5% target by 2056 (Transport for NSW, 2018: 93). 
This report includes both stances in its discussions 
and recommendations.

The next section, ‘Redesigning the City,’ examines 
Sydney’s historically recent car-centrism, and the 
need to reclaim the streets for active transport 
and other ‘people first’ purposes. The following 
two sections, ‘Cycling for All’ and ‘Cycling as 
Work’, considers who exactly active transport 
policy should prioritise in their design. ‘Cycling 
for All’ encourages a more diverse accounting 
of race, class and gender needs with regards 
to active transport infrastructure and supports. 
‘Cycling to and as work’ contemplates the 
transformative potential of e-bikes in terms of 
broaching distance and terrain but also the lot 
of delivery workers, whose precarious working 
conditions need greater consideration. From 
a focus on marginalised groups historically 
excluded from infrastructure and transport 
policy, our report moves to ‘The Money Story’ — 
the financial incentives underwriting Sydney’s 
monetary dedication to motorised transport. 

Interspersed throughout are stories drawn 
directly from our community dialogue group. 
Here we provide a glimpse of how our work 
proceeded (Figure 2).
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Sitting in a seminar room at the University of Sydney Camperdown campus, armed with pens, 
highlighters, scrap paper and whiteboards, we discussed whether these same problems (effort, safety, 
lack of cycling utilities at destination points) applied to cycling across Sydney. The answer was ‘Yes, but 
worse!’  We noted the added stressors of riding on Sydney’s roads from more aggressive drivers, the 
traffic and the experience of being over-policed. And we canvassed optimistic stories of breakthrough 
and perseverance, including building a business around the provision of secure bike parking space for 
corporate clients in the Central Business District; of chaperoning new riders and building neophyte 
rider and women’s confidence; and of a shared passion for health and sustainability.

Setting out to understand the problems that cyclists face, alongside that of truck, car drivers and 
other commuters across Sydney’s increasingly congested roads, we were convinced these lived 
experiences were likely connected to larger structural problems. Understanding traffic congestion, for 
instance, could not be limited to a simple evaluation of road quality and design, but had to consider 
interconnected dimensions of electoral politics and financial drivers that inform Sydney’s road specific 
policy; and of climate change and health, policing and people power. Bike lanes don’t work if they are 
also car parks and loading zones, for example. It is hard to build children’s skills if schools see families 
on bikes as impediments to car-based school drop-offs. Some of us were active board members on 
local government traffic commwittees, highly familiar with the policy processes that inform decisions 
about local road signage, speeds, and infrastructural design; others could adopt the perspective of 
different agencies within the State government that also effect road design.

Dialogue Panel in Action

I n our first week, participants come together to consider the unique difficulties of Sydney’s road 
network by looking at data from in-depth qualitative interviews with bike riders in Wollongong, 

summarised in the form of infographics:

Figure 2.
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Managing the COVID-19 restrictions meant we met only once in a face-to-face environment — and 
it also underscored the importance of our probing. Lockdowns added to private car use but also 
increased people’s dependence on green spaces and ways to exercise with safe physical distancing, 
with a marked rise of cycling activity (Beale 2021). ‘Pandemic Revelations’ reports online survey data 
from the wider ARC project that this community report is nested in. In 2020, the wider ARC project 
team collaborated with Trek Cycles to explore cycling responses under COVID-19. This rapid survey 
of 443 respondents tracked how the pandemic impacted cycling behaviour (Fuller et al. 2021). These 
data cast questions on how well Sydney’s existing cycling and pedestrian infrastructure would cope if 
most people immediately turned to active transport and reaped its associated health and sustainability 
dividends. In short, it would be chaos. We thus recognise that the staggered approach pursued by the 
City of Sydney is both pragmatic and realistic, even as we wish pro-cycling policies were pursued more 
vigorously across Greater Sydney. The report concludes with a summary of key recommendations.

This report unapologetically proposes the use of bicycles as a solution both to traffic congestion and 
healthy travelling, not only in the interests of safe, efficient modes of transport across the city, but 
as a means of generating more sustainable modes of consumption and tourism, amid the challenges 
of climate change. We are mindful of the histories and financial incentives that encourage continued 
motor vehicle dominance on Sydney’s roads and spends some time considering these effects. We argue 
that reconceiving road infrastructure as a shared, public resource and paying greater attention to the 
diverse needs of different ages, ethnicities, genders and classes of worker across the city, could prompt 
Sydney’s emergence as a global leader in liveable cities, a poster child for a non-car dependent, post-
fossil fuel era (see Jason’s vision, Figure 3). 

Jason’s vision

Figure 3.
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C ar dominance in Sydney is a new 
phenomenon. It became so, as a matter of 

rapid policy, following World War Two. Between 
1945 and 1961 the largest tram network in the 
southern hemisphere (Figure 3) was pulled 
up to make way for a domestic car industry and 
the decentralised suburban sprawl the new car 
industry serviced. Against public wishes, the 
tram network was destroyed in the cover of 
darkness and replaced with motorised busses 
and encouragement of private car purchases. 
Sydney’s trains and trams had already severed 
the earlier relationship between employment and 
local housing that had once seen factories and 
warehouses develop side by side with worker’s 
cottages and terraces in the inner city. Initially 
constructed across the better part of the 19th 
century, the worker oriented suburbs of inner-
city Sydney, such as Surry Hills or Newtown, 
were designed for non-motor vehicular transport 
including walking, cycling, horse riding and trams.

Post-WWII the nexus of urban planning, transport, 
and suburban housing (driven in part by public 
housing initiatives to encourage home ownership) 
accelerated the turn to motor vehicles and freeways. 
Space that had once been available for diverse 
public uses became car dominated. Money that 
was once spent on public transport was diverted to 
roads, and people began to lose their expectation 
that they should be able to easily cycle or walk to 
work (Dodson 2007). The urban layout and design of 
outer suburbs were designed to rely on cars. Figure 4: Sydney tram network 1921. (1921) Publisher 

Unidentified, National Library of Australia, Digitised Item.

This is exemplified in the 1948 County of Cumberland 
Plan, which included a Sydney-wide scheme of roads 
justified by the extension of Sydney’s existing suburbs 
(Winston 1957). Across Sydney’s outer suburbs, 
houses were built with driveways and car storage 
facilities, while public transport access was less amply 
provisioned. For over seventy years, residents were 
directed via government messaging and policy and 
infrastructure design to privilege motorised vehicles 
in the consumption of public space. Relatedly, 
attitudes towards cycling across Sydney became 
more hostile, bringing us to today, where proposals 
for removing on-street parking to make way for bike 
lanes are commonly resisted and even projects that 
are slated for funding can end up in limbo.

2. Redesigning 
the city
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Policy incentives to favour car dominance on roads 
continues today. The NSW State Government, for 
example, provides free registration for drivers 
whose use of toll roads meets or exceeds certain 
caps. The Federal Government has proposed 
generous subsidies for commuter car parks in 
marginal electorates but no funding for rapid access 
bike parking facilities. Conversely, each new Metro 
Station offers bike parking facilities, but the capacity 
for car parking always exceeds that of bikes (Latz 
2021). In other words, the ongoing dominance of 
private motor vehicle use is government policy in 
the form of both soft and hard incentives. Now only 
38% of Sydney households meet NSW government’s 
stated targets in relation to their proximity to public 
transport and the frequency of available services 
(Arundel et al. 2018b: 6). Combined with unrationed 
fuel, car-friendly shopping malls, under investment 
in public transport and cycling facilities over time 
(Currie, Stanley et al. 2007, Howard 2012, Ticher 
2019), cycling has largely declined in Sydney’s larger 
metropolitan area (see Figure 5). 

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, ABS (2016) reports on 
the main mode of transport for the journey to work 
illustrates the ongoing preference to drive (62%).  
Only 0.7% of journeys to work were by bike and 16% 
by public transport (ABS 2016). In outer Sydney 
suburbs less than 0.5% ride a bike to work and 28% 
catch public transport. The situation improves when 
looking at the City of Sydney and Inner Sydney 
suburbs. Compared to the Greater Sydney average, 
a larger percentage of people journey to work on 
a bike (3%) and public transport (35%). As Figure 5 
shows, there has been a steady recovery in weekly 
cycling in the City of Sydney LGA, from a 2017 drop in 
participation (Munro 2019b: 3). 

As one policy officer told us, the drop in cycling 
numbers was driven by State Government policy, 
signalling the fracturing issues at stake. This period 
marks Duncan Gay’s tenure as Minister for Roads, 
Maritime and Freight. Gay, a self-avowed ‘bike 
lane sceptic’,  who removed the College Street 
cycleway. This is now a four-lane road of heavy traffic 
without adequate protection for the 2,200 riders 
who are estimated to use it each day. As this policy 
officer noted, the removal of bike lanes, added light 
rail construction, greater policing of people riding 
(‘Operation Pedro’), an increase in fines, and the 
requirement that riders carry official identification, 
compounded the difficulties of riding in the city centre. 
Even if there was a subsequent backflip on a legislated 
requirement for personal identification, for this policy 
officer: ‘the damage was done in the public discourse.’

Figure 5: Male (blue) and female (red) cycling participation, 
Sydney 2011-2021 (from Munro 2021: 10)

It could be different.

A rguably, the answer to Greater Sydney’s 
car centrism is right in front of us. The same 

planning system that has favoured motorised 
vehicles since the middle of the twentieth century 
has also bequeathed an extensive infrastructural 
legacy, ripe for repurposing. Having emphasised 
motorised vehicles and roads, Sydney now has an 
impressive network that could be redesigned to 
be safe and easy for bicycles. 

The cycling enthusiast and architect Steven 
Fleming argues that the city of the future should 
not have infrastructure for cycling, it should be 
infrastructure for cycling.  In his book Velotopia, 
Fleming urges that cities undertake a ‘blue zone’ 
mapping exercise: charting available flat land in 
their city where cycling ‘would not bother voters 
who drive’ (2017: 185) — or more accurately, voters 
who vote for their cars over bicycles. When Fleming 
applied this to Sydney, he revealed a network 
of available space that could be quickly utilised 
for cycling, extending beyond the zones already 
pursued within the City of Sydney LGA out into 
the West and South Sydney regions. A funded, 
well-integrated multi-modal transportation master 
plan, which prioritises infrastructures that are 
comfortable, convenient, safe, and attractive for 
everyone, regardless of age or ability, and which 
include considerations for walking, cycling, transit, 
and goods movement, could be realised if the  
existing network of roads was reconceived  
and repurposed. 

According to Fleming, a ‘city of the future’ would 
re-purpose streetscapes to be more inviting for 
different public uses, by positioning the motorised 
vehicle as the well-behaved and occasional guest, 
not the rightful owner. We would add that such 
road reclamations must come with associated 
upgrades of public amenities and landscaping, 
to simultaneously anticipate the challenges of 
increased heat with climate change. By lessening 
the number of black bitumen heat sinks or the 
amount of road surface that is impermeable, re-
greened streets would also enable greater water 
harvesting, retention, and re-use, while offering 
both greater heat mitigation and better fire 
protection as the climate heats. Redesigning city 
streets extends to the architecture of homes, few 
of which are built to house bicycles, especially the 
newly available and heavier rise of e-bikes. The 
need to store a 25kg cargo bike, of the type that 
might be used within a family or for load carrying, 
raises issues of accessibility not dissimilar to those 
of wheelchair use: stairs, slopes and narrow 
egress points all become obstacles. 

Fleming’s arguments signal that, like our road 
networks, housing specific design and urban 
design must undergo significant changes to make 
more equitable transport options consistently 
available for Sydney’s residents. End of 
destination facilities (secure public bicycle racks, 
bike lockers, and other bike parking solutions) 
and rapid access bike parking facilities at public 
transport hubs must be configured into urban 
design, to ensure bikes become the first choice 
of transportation for work, leisure, school, 
purchasing and consumption. 
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Furthermore, interchange transport hubs 
which currently privilege the movement of 
unencumbered passengers must also adapt. 
Mobility and ableism hierarchies are built into 
the design of stations, platforms and carriages 
that privilege unencumbered passengers over 
those travelling with a bike, a wheelchair or other 
mobility device. To encourage bike-and-ride transit 
in Greater Sydney beyond the Inner City, transport 
planning must not only consider the provision of 
road infrastructure but also clarify ambiguous 
rules and regulations and challenge social norms 
that privilege the movement of unencumbered 
passengers (see Mary’s story of bike-and-ride 
transit, Figure 6). 

The urban design expert Mike Harris (2019) 
calls this more holistic approach people-based 
planning, as opposed to car-based planning. 
Adapting Copenhagen ideas for Sydney contexts, 
he argues the issue is not lack of space, or even 
Sydney’s suburban sprawl, but lack of political 
will and funding priority (Harris, 2019: 6). Harris 
has a point. Consider, for example, the status of 
cycleway funding in Infrastructure Australia’s 
priority list. As the nation’s independent 
infrastructure advisor, Infrastructure Australia 
recommended creating a network of safe 
cycling routes within a 10 km radius of the 
Sydney Central Business District (CBD), to be 
completed within 0-5 years from 2016. Five years 
on, there is no visible progress in the funding. 
The only shift has been to exchange the City of 
Sydney as the proposal sponsor with the NSW 
Government, whose Future Transport Strategy 
2056 proposes a comprehensive network of 
cycleways co-designed with all councils in  

Greater Sydney, also with unclear funding — 
and the unambitious target of shifting the cycling 
mode share in the Greater Sydney area from 1% 
in 2016 to 5% in 2056. The destiny of this target is 
unknowable in the absence of dedicated funding 
and an updated plan.

Sydney offers the possibility of returning streets 
to spaces for people, playgrounds, trees, green 
space, eco-habitats and water harvesting for 
diverting and cleaning stormwater, among other 
measures. Streets that are thus returned to 
shared purpose (or designed this way from the 
outset) can force what the European Commission 
calls ‘traffic evaporation’ (2004: 9): car drivers 
find it is more comfortable and convenient to 
use alternate ways to travel, including public 
transport, walking, and cycling options. The 
lesson from elsewhere is that, for streets with 
high traffic, the road space must be taken from 
private vehicles permanently or on a timed basis, 
to systematically reorient expectations (Pucher 
and Buehler 2008). 

While the fear is that this will create traffic bottlenecks, 
further chaos and economic downturns, the evidence 
suggests otherwise. One review, using data from 100 
locations, found the benefits increase when the traffic 
calming measures are substantial: comprehensive 
traffic reductions work better than smaller scale 
diversions onto other roads that are forced to absorb 
the brunt (Cairns, Hass-Klau et al. 1998).  
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A contemporary example of a successful circulation 
plan comes from Ghent Belgium, which, following 
the Groningen plan of the 1970s, moved to return 
the streets to the people. In 2017 the City spent €4m 
(AUD$6.5) to filter car access via a circular road 
system that prioritised pedestrians and cyclists. At 
the one-year point, motor vehicle trips had fallen 
from 55% to 27% and local business turnover had 
improved. Barcelona and the traffic-congested  
city of Birmingham in the UK is following suit. 
As Ghent shows, comprehensive transformation 
requires investment, incentives, and widespread 
behavioural change. If active transport infrastructure 
is delivered in a piecemeal way, it does not alter car 
dominance. Instead, a piecemeal approach confirms 
widespread fears about how loss of roads dedicated 
to cars will create dire negative consequences. 

A federal government commissioned independent 
review into Australia’s national road safety 
strategy called for a more dramatic change in the 
country’s road safety efforts, ‘given the national 
road injury epidemic and the enormous economic 
cost from road crashes’ (ANRS 2018: 2). The 
inquiry’s description of road safety failure could 
substitute for piecemeal cycling policy:

A key finding of the inquiry is implementation failure. 
The lack of focus on a harm elimination agenda 
means that sub-optimal results are unintentionally 
achieved because some improvement in safety 
is often regarded as sufficient or is assumed. We 
accept that we are making the roads, vehicles and 
users “safer” but frequently miss the opportunity to 
make them “SAFE” outright. (ANRS 2018: 5)

The inquiry concluded that lower travelling speeds 
is the single most important universal measure 
for reducing the carnage (ibid: 25). For pedestrian 
and cyclist safety, the ideal is 30km per hour — 
this being the upper limit of the ‘biomechanical 
tolerances of pedestrians and cyclists’ when hit 
by a motor-vehicle (ibid: 58). Put differently, this is 
the speed of a collision our bodies can expect to 
survive with physical integrity. 

Given that radical urban reinvention is not yet 
on the cards, an interim step could be dropping 
speed limits across Greater Sydney and adding 
calming devices on all neighbourhood and non-
arterial roads. From 2014 and again in 2018, the 
City of Sydney LGA dropped many streets to 40 
km/h (albeit with minimal police enforcement). If 
vehicles are moving more slowly, spaces can be 
more safely used by pedestrians and cyclists of all 
abilities and ages, for there is a direct relationship 
between speed, injury severity and death. 

As things stand, cars are designed to protect their 
occupants more than those who are crashed into.  
One question that our panellists consistently returned 
to was: ‘Where in Sydney can a cyclist safely ride 
without a helmet?’ We wondered if this question 
could act as a measure and guide for cycling road 
safety design, shifting the personal responsibility that 
the legislation of cycling helmets infers, to a wider 
community concern for safe cycling infrastructure 
and pedestrian priority. Policy led by car suppression 
would demand that neighbourhood and non-arterial 
roads universally operate at 10km and 30km 
thresholds and that awareness campaigns, street 
design, speed impediments, rule enforcement, and 
visibly reclaimed active transport conduits combine 
to strengthen the expected behaviour change.

Mary’s story

I prefer not to have to get those trains at peak hour, but sometimes I do get caught up at work and 
meetings. The worst thing is getting the 4:30, five o’clock, 5:30 trains. I’ll be at Redfern Station and the 

train is already packed. I’ve got to invade other people’s space to have my bike there. It’s like: “How the 
fuck do you think you’re going to put that bike in that packed carriage?” There is nowhere. Then it’s like: 
“Well, if I don’t get this train, it’s going to be the same issue with the next train.” I still manage. I’ll put it on, 
and it’s annoying, but people just fit. Once I looked at this conductor and he nodded at me and said, “You 
can go for it.” He watched me do it, and I went on, and people had to move. It was very tight.  I feel very 
embarrassed when that happens, really embarrassed. One day, I got a train to Hurstville instead, and 
then I got off at Hurstville and then I got on another train, and it was a bit emptier. That’s the challenge. I 
hate peak hour training. You can’t even make the most of the journey, you have to stand up.

Figure 6.

Figure 6: Mary’s story of bike-and-ride commuting
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T he 2020 City of Sydney report On the Go: 
How Woman Travel Around Our City sought 

to expressly listen to the active transport needs of 
women. Its use of in-person interviews, community 
workshops and surveys were run across three 
geographically diverse sites of Sydney: Liverpool, 
the Hills Shire area, and the inner-city suburb of 
Redfern. The results inspire hope. When it came to 
thinking about cycling, 47% of the 889 respondents 
described cyclists as ‘being fit, healthy and active’. 
Most refused a gender specific description of 
cyclists, and only 10% described their associations 
with cycling as a male preserve. However, when 
it comes to surveyed cycling numbers, women’s 
participation rates on average are one third that 
of their male counterparts. With Waitt and Stanes 
(2021), we argue that women’s lower participation 
rates in the City of Sydney is because of how public 
spaces of the roads become gendered as masculine 
through the driving and riding styles of fast-moving 
vehicles (Rafael’s story, Figure 7).

Gendered spatial entitlement to transport 
infrastructure manifested in terms of speed 
translates into a frustration for anyone that slows 
the traffic flow — see Patricia’s story of cycling to 
work in the City of Sydney during the March 2020 
lockdown (Figure 8).

Cycling for all3.

Figure 8: Patricia’s story of cycling to work in the City  
of Sydney during the March 2020 lockdown

Women’s cycling rates are both a gauge of 
cyclability of Sydney and a means to dramatically 
improve conditions. Research suggests that active 
transport infrastructure that is amenable to the 

Cycling is a competition in Sydney. You 
need to go very fast here always. You see 
everybody in London, Madrid, and Dublin 
riding bikes and going to work with a suit, 
you know. You see ladies wearing heels and 
cycling, and guys wearing suits and ties. I 
don’t think that culture is encouraged at the 
moment in Sydney. If you look at the bridge, 
everybody who is crossing the bridge, like, 80 
per cent of the cyclists are wearing Lycra.

I don’t fight on the road. If some 4x4 is 
revving their engine behind me and I can get 
off the road and let them pass me. I try and 
strike the balance of: “I have the right to be 
here” and “I’m just going to play it safe.” I’m a 
fan of never escalate. I don’t want to end up 
in a row and spoil my ride because someone 
feels entitled to that space. I just want to give 
them a wide berth, literally and figuratively. 
Because it’s not worth it. This a classic 
situation where, as a woman, I know that I’m 
not going to come out best in an escalated 
kind of aggressive situation. … That’s where 
I think there are differences for women 
cyclists than men cyclists. The men are 
speeding down the cycle way, fully entitled 
to owning that space. I don’t particularly 
want to be on that back route at the back of 
Redfern, at night. I wouldn’t want to be so 
tired that I had to get off and walk.

Figure 7: Rafael’ story of cycling to work in the City 
of Sydney during the March 2020 lockdown
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needs of women can shift overall cycling uptake 
across populations (see Goel et al. 2021; Steinbach et 
al. 2011). In their study of women’s and men’s cycling 
rates across England and Wales, Nick Grudgings 
et al. (2018) argue that a ‘substantial proportion 
of the gender gap…is explained by differences 
in the attractiveness of the local environment’ 
(279). Attending to the diverse needs of women in 
Sydney requires attention to the local geography 
and the wider socio-economic conditions that 
frame their everyday lives. ‘High traffic densities’, 
hills, meeting childcare access hours, and low 
socio-economic working conditions are among 
the causes that most prevent women from riding 
in the UK study (Gurdgings et al. 2018: 279-280). 
As Gabriele Prati notes, ‘female workers tend to 
undertake more trips to serve other passengers 
(usually children) than male workers,’ adding that:

addressing women’s concerns about personal 
safety and traffic risks through improved cycling 
conditions (e.g., a dense, well-connected network 
of separate paths together with good intersection 
treatments, and complemented with low-speed, 
low traffic neighbourhood streets) may succeed 
in attracting large numbers of new women 
cyclists. (Prati 2018: 372)

Sydney hosts similar problems — and possibilities. 
The relative wealth of the City of Sydney, its higher 
population density and available services, make 
it suitable for encouraging high participation 
rates of cycling among differentially gendered 
individuals and exemplifying the possibilities of 
inclusive design. Focussing on a combination of 
infrastructural solutions — such as street lighting, 
accessible 24/7 childcare, separated cycleways and 
safe storage facilities in multiple locations —  

can help lower the threshold of difficulty. 
However, as Grudgings et al. (2018: 280) found 
in the UK, diffuse and piecemeal investments to 
cycling will fail to achieve a widespread uptake of 
women’s cycling across the broader city. 

In research undertaken within the wider Pedalling 
For Change ARC project surveys of new cyclists 
during the 2020 series of city-wide lockdowns 
across Australia demonstrated a marked increase 
of cycling uptake by women, in part due to the 
increased available time, but also the reduced traffic 
on city streets (Fuller et al. 2021). The result of our 
survey (further detailed in ‘Pandemic Revelations’) 
also reveal the inadequate cycling infrastructures 
available to new riders, and a corresponding 
inability to cater to larger numbers of cyclists on 
Sydney’s streets. During the pandemic lockdowns, 
we witnessed a dramatic lowering of the thresholds 
of difficulty for women’s cycling, which in turn 
benefitted all riders. As Anthony Laverty et al. 
(2021) observe, low traffic neighbourhoods are 
both safer for cyclists and decrease the desire 
for car ownership. However, our survey analysis 
of cyclists in Australia shows that as cities came 
out of lockdown, those women new to cycling 
were the first to forego the practice, returning 
to their previous working routines, as daily and 
inequitable obligations for domestic labour, including 
childcare and transport rounds, resumed, but also 
opportunities for alternative leisure activities came 
available (Fuller et al. 2021). Further, our interviews 
with participants who stopped cycling after giving it 
a go (Waitt et al. 2021), again point to the importance 
of the gendered dimensions of public spaces in 
excluding some women from riding to work (see 
Melissa’s story about the Lycra Men, Figure 9). 

Rather than cycling offering a single solution, a 
combination of publicly visible and safe walking, 
cycling and other micro-mobility options can 
address the barriers that currently stymie 
women’s uptake of active transport. A recent 
City of Sydney cycling survey suggests that to 
support the influx of women cyclists during the 
pandemic, further separation of cyclists from car 
traffic is needed in the city (City of Sydney 2021: 
2-3). Cycle-friendly CBDs can also help resolve 
other active transport issues. For instance, when 
asked about disincentives to walking, survey 
participants indicated that carrying goods, traffic 
pollution and it taking too long (ibid: 11-12).

To overcome barriers to active transport, NSW 
transport authorities and political representatives 
must identify micro-mobility options as politically 
desirable, which in turn means raising micro-
mobility as a community demand. Across Greater 
Sydney more flexible travel options can better 
cater to an already in place local block-by-block 
infrastructure design, as evidenced in the City of 
Sydney (2016) 2016-2036 Central Sydney Planning 
Strategy. A block-by-block strategy affords 
planners a more precise infrastructural analytic 
lens that is better able to cater to the needs of 
local communities. Each block is then designed to 
work with local transport needs and larger traffic 
flows across the city.

A couple of things happened, and I stopped 
riding. One … there was a lot of road works 
around my normal bike track route into work. 
At one stage [this] closed part of the bike track 
and they wanted you to ride up Elizabeth 
Street, which was really, really, busy, and 
quite unsafe. I didn’t feel comfortable doing 
that with massive, big semitrailers all around. 
That was one reason why I stopped riding, 
because they kept altering the bike path and 
sending you up busy streets. 

Parts of the bike track, especially on the way 
home, are uphill. There’s a hill up Wilson 
Street on the bike track, and part of it is a 
single lane bike track, and I mean, a middle-
aged lady going slow up the hill – and they 
[Lycra men] get really annoyed. I got buzzed 
a few times by the Lycra men, and I just find 
it ridiculous. They buzz you at the back, ride 
up your bum basically. Like, they come right 
up behind you, and they get really annoyed 
if you’re not going fast enough for them. And 
then they try and overtake really closely. Oh, 
sometimes if you don’t know one’s behind 
you and you move over a little bit and they’re 
just right next to you and then they start, they 
abuse you. We can’t see them, and you didn’t 
know they were there. It wasn’t actually the 
cars that freaked me out. The bike path was 
quite segregated from the road. I did feel 
quite safe on the bike path except for the 
men in Lycra. It’s just very uncomfortable.

Figure 9: Melissa’s story of stopping cycling
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They kept altering the 
bike path and sending 
you up busy streets.

I did feel quite 
safe on the bike 
path except for 

the men in Lycra.

G iven the extent of Sydney’s hills, electric 
bikes (e-bikes) have become one of the 

city’s fastest growing solutions to traversing 
terrain that is otherwise resistant to large-scale 
commuter cycling. E-bikes allow parents and 
carers to make school runs with their children 
and for people to carry a full load (groceries, 
surfboards, even kayaks). They also remove the 
barrier that hills can pose and the disincentive  
of commuters dripping with sweat on arrival.  
The long distances e-bikes can travel make 
cycling accessible to people of greater age and 
ability ranges and can lessen the anxieties of 
riding on the road among motor vehicle traffic 
(see Davidson 2020; Johnson & Rose, 2015).  
These finding were confirmed by our participants 
who lived in the inner city of Sydney and spoke 
about reactivating cycling to work during the 
pandemic by purchasing an e-bike. (See Isla’s 
story, Figure 10). The desirability of e-bike 
technology is folded through a commuter 
economy where safety is valorised over 
danger, efficiency over waste, minimal physical 
effort over sweaty exertion, connections over 
disconnection, freedom over restriction.

Figure 10: Isla’s story of reactivating cycling  
to work during the March 2020 lockdown

Cycling to and 
for work4.

I’ve been thinking about I want to get fit … I 
always had all these blocks and barriers put 
up for myself of why I couldn’t do it or it’s too 
hilly and it’s too hot and it’s too dangerous 
and it’s too hard with my personal situation 
with the dogs and the kids…. And having 
the lockdown, I guess just because you 
were, sort of your life was put on pause for 
a while, it just gave you that opportunity to 
just rethink how you’re doing things and 
go, “Hey, hang on a second. Okay, where 
can I improve? How can this be better?” … 
I thought, “This is it, I’m going back on the 
bicycle.” … I always loved that feeling of 
freedom and to be able to have that here in 
Australia as well …  And I just thought why 
not an electric bike? Because then it will get 
me up the hills and I won’t come to work 
completely drenched.
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And I just 
thought why not 
an electric bike?

Figure 11: Pauls’ story of purchasing an e-bike 
 during the 2020 March lockdown

Paul illustrates how shared speed plays a more 
critical role in asserting a cyclist’s right to the 
road, rather than traffic rules. Repeatedly, 
participants recalled moments of opting to 
cycle on footpaths when riding main roads felt 
vulnerable or of becoming a nuisance to drivers, 
at the risk of annoying other pavement users. 
Moving to the left, Paul illustrates morally coded 
sanctions that position faster paced vehicles as 
having the greater right to the road. To become 
a ‘good’ e-biker Paul has a responsibility not to 
slow traffic.

Yet, our participants also alert us to the 
importance for some of speed and breaking road 
rules in their understanding of themselves as a 
‘good cyclist’ (see Pauls’ story, Figure 11).

If I’m in traffic I do try and go (laughs) as 
quickly as I can, 30 to 40 k’s an hour, just 
so I’m not inconveniencing people as a 
cyclist. I try and be the good cyclist. You 
know, not running the red lights and just 
moving over to the left to give enough 
room for cars to go by and all that sort 
of thing. You don’t want a row of 20 cars 
stuck behind you because you’re just like: 
“I’m a cyclist. I’ve got the same rights on  
the road. Everyone has to wait for me.”  
It’s just-, I feel bad. I’m sorry, I’m going as 
hard as I can.

Our findings highlight the policy challenge that 
in Sydney, to belong to traffic as a social identity 
currently means confirming to the hierarchies of 
automobilised society.

As some our dialogue panel members attest, from 
a retail perspective, e-bikes sales are soaring. 
Nonetheless, e-bikes are not cheap, and their safe 
storage remains an issue, being prey to parts-
scavenging or whole bike theft on a regular basis. 
Their potential for higher speeds — particularly if 
modified — also increases the need for separate 
pedestrian and cycle ways, alongside secure bike 
parking facilities. 

For delivery cyclists who rely primarily on 
e-bikes, the lack of safe cycleways can deliver a 
terrible price. Between August and November 
in 2020 alone, five delivery cyclists were killed 
on Sydney roads (Bonyhady and Chung, 2020). 
One of the key appealing characteristics of 
e-bikes for companies using them is their lack 
of regulation in terms of licensing (Gladstone 
2019). Most delivery cyclists cannot afford to buy 
their own machines, with each costing upwards 
of $2000 outright. E-bike rental companies, 
like delivery application platforms, reap a 
percentage of these cyclists’ daily labour in 
rental fees. Delivery cyclists on the road may be 
experienced as nuisances but are caught up in 
far larger, complex international problems  
of tax avoidance, migratory exploitative labour, 
and region-wide cycling infrastructure failures. 
Rather than e-bikes solving these problems,  
they are a component of a complex mixture  
of exploitation.
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The sobering conditions of delivery cyclists’ 
work, however, do not negate the insights that 
their experiences might lend to urban planning. 
Using crowd-sourced commercial cargo 
bicycle ride data for multiple European cities, 
Allessandro Giordano et al. (2022) harvested 
the recorded efforts of 4500 e-bike cargo 
delivery cyclists. Working with GPS speed and 
topography as data points, the researchers 
estimated the required battery power to fuel 
electric cargo bikes specific to the needs of 
individual cities. Working with Giordano et 
al.’s research, state and local governments 
can provide relatively inexpensive battery 
conversion kits to enhance citizen’s, bicycles, 
making their bikes better suited to the terrain 
and wind conditions of the city.

Cycling work, extends far beyond delivery 
riders, not to mention bike shops, tour guides, 
cycling safety facilitators and police. Delivery 
riders’ working conditions, however, show how 
cycling and emerging transport technologies may 
transform cities. Delivery riders’ surging numbers, 
but also precarious working conditions demonstrate 
that e-bikes, while a technological enhancement, 
are not a clean silver-bullet to our transport 
problems. Other cyclists have shared accounts of 
distancing themselves from delivery riders because 
of how they disregard all road rules under the 
pressure for fast deliveries. E-bikes are an example 
of technologies that can change a city’s economy, 
but which emerge from and remain subject to 
policy histories embedded in our infrastructural 
surroundings that we hope to change.
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T here is a lot of cash wrapped up in large 
road infrastructure projects, especially in 

comparison with active transport. A difficult truth 
is that the profitability of the system of fines, 
levies and revenue dividends across the road 
infrastructure network greatly outshines the 
environmental, health and wellbeing benefits to 
be generated from a pro-cycling strategy. The 
2018 ‘Westconnex’ initiative in Sydney is a prime 
example. The Federal and NSW State Governments 
are estimated to have invested $23 billion into the 
project (Standen, 2018). The State Government’s 
injection of funds benefitted engineering and 
consulting firms at the front end and privatised toll 
collectors such as Transurban at the other. 

The money  
story5.

Even if they occupy a pro-cycling role, a policy officer promoting cycling must navigate multiple structural issues. In other 
states, traffic phasing is more pedestrian friendly – the Melbourne CBD has been 40km/hr for the best part of a decade. 
Councils in Melbourne are now trialling 30km/hr speed limits on residential streets but meanwhile New South Wales 
has tangled lower speed trials with revising the Speed Zoning Guidelines. And then Roads and Maritimes Services (RMS) 
representatives on local traffic committees are often inexperienced officers who insist on compliance with RMS Technical 
Directions and Austroads guidelines. 

It takes months of negotiation to progress safe (if technically “non-compliant”) proposals because the RMS representatives 
on this or that committee don’t have the experience or authority to tackle initiatives with greater acumen. Inexperienced 
officers at the table are usually young and might have a fresh approach that isn’t wedded to car driving, but the traffic 
committee experience embeds car-centrism into them early in their professional life. A knock-on consequence of this 
compliance issue is safety audits. Safety auditors are commonly looking for compliance with specifications to tick-off on 
the safety audit. The auditor’s primary concern seems to be professional liability…This is the hidden obstacle course that 
can squash enthusiasm for change. 

The money story also can’t underestimate the impact of rate capping in New South Wales. A regional ratepayer in Victoria 
pays more council rates on their property than Sydney rate payers owning property with four times the value. As a result, 
there’s significantly more money spent on walking and cycling treatments in Victorian Local Government Areas as well as 
better community facilities, public toilets in parks, etcetera.

Figure 12: A tale from the policy field

Currently State and Local Governments generate 
revenue from indirect taxation of parking 
and traffic violation fees, direct taxation from 
registration and motor-vehicle stamp duty, while 
the federal government charges import duties, 
goods and services tax on fuel and vehicles. In 
2020-2021 alone, the NSW State Government 
generated $351.6 million in camera captured traffic 
violations alone. Bicycles and their supporting 
infrastructure are far more difficult to tax, to 
generate goods or toll profits from, especially while 
costs related to motor vehicle use (noise, pollution, 
physical trauma, road damage and climate change) 
are excluded from infrastructural calculations. 
This increases the difficulty of getting cycling 
infrastructure the same policy attention (Figure 12).

Where does the 
money go?

T ransport infrastructure in NSW consumes 
a significant proportion of overall budget 

costs across the state — but the amount 
dedicated to active transport remains slight.  
Of the $93 billion allocated for infrastructural 
investment over the four-year period 2019-23, 
$55.68 billion is for Transport. Within the ‘work 
in progress’ breakdown of this expenditure, 
there is only one mention of active transport, 
for ‘various’ projects totalling $16.8 million, or 
0.03% of the transport allocation (NSW State 
Government, 2020: 47).

That the NSW State Government avoids a serious 
investment strategy for a comprehensive active 
transport infrastructure is not reducible to a lack 
of knowledge about the benefits or insufficient 
political avowal. It is better explained by the 
money story. As McManus and Horton (2020) 
show, there are political and financial dividends 
to large motor vehicle related infrastructural 
works: they offer opportunities for direct and 
indirect taxation and privatised profit. McManus 
and Horton argue that recent NSW Premiers, 
including Mike Baird and Gladys Berijilkian, 
bring backgrounds in the banking sector to their 
roles, and thus an increased courting of private-
public infrastructural investments. These are 
working relationships cultivated prior to, during 

and after their political careers and feeds what 
McManus and Horton call the ‘financialization of 
infrastructure.’ In turn, this sees the prioritization 
of large infrastructural works that can make a 
profit for investors over investment in non-profit 
making public works (2020: 16). 

Large infrastructure projects offer bold headlines 
for politicians looking to shore up support 
in marginal seats and in the post-pandemic 
environment, a readily conveyable means of 
signalling an intention to revitalise the economy. 
Partial or full privatisation also reduces the 
political risk that such large projects often pose 
for governments, by shielding construction 
details and detailed expenditure reports within 
commercial contracting regimes. 

Vehicles offer multiple other sources of revenue 
beyond that of justifying largescale infrastructure 
projects. In the period 2017-18, for instance, 
police-issued fines, speeding, and red-light 
offences amounted to $270 million; parking 
offences $213 million; and mobile phone and seat 
belt offenses another $18 million: roughly half a 
billion dollars combined in a year — and traffic 
infringement revenues are forecast to increase 
by an additional $160 million in forthcoming years 
(Rabe 2019). 
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But…cycling adds 
more, doesn’t it?

I n 2009 the City of Sydney commissioned the 
American multinational engineering firm, 

AECOM, to conduct an independent audit of the 
economic benefits of a cycling specific network 
across the council’s jurisdiction. The report 
estimates that the ‘economic benefits accruing 
from development of the Inner Sydney Regional 
Bicycle Network, over a 30-year evaluation 
period… is $507 million at a benefit cost ratio 
of 3.88’ (2010: 86). The benefits represent 
an aggregate of savings from such elements 
as less car crashes (relatively substantial), 
diversion of demand from public transport to 
bicycles (relatively marginal), through to large 
environmental and health gains. 

As part of their findings, AECOM also modelled 
an innovative use of the concept of ‘journey 
ambience’, being the economic benefit to be 
derived from cycling free from the fear of being 
hit by cars, ‘a pleasure it [the report] says is 
worth $139 million, or nearly 20% of all savings’ 
(Moore 2010). The numbers reported by AECOM 

are encouraging, and match calculations made 
by scholars assessing the economic benefits 
of cycling in Copenhagen (Gössling and Choi 
2015). Even so, what AECOM estimates to be the 
benefits of cycling specific investment over a 30-
year period with revenues pales in comparison to 
the profits and political collateral to be generated 
from vehicle-centric public-private investments 
and revenues. A future pulse measure for this 
will be comparing the switch to electronic vehicle 
supporting infrastructure with the speed and size 
of active transport investments.

What is also needed, then, to transition from 
privately owned motor vehicle transportation 
to cycling and walking, is a renegotiation of 
how cities are organised to generate money. 
The State’s current emphases thrive because 
of an inability to establish car free cities as a 
viable alternative — but is this inevitable?  If 
car-centrism was deliberately cultivated, then 
redirection is also possible.
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A s noted in our first section ‘Redesigning the 
City’, the 1948 County of Cumberland Plan led to 

building outer Sydney suburbs around dependency 
on extensive travel by motorised vehicle. 
Contemporary car-centric voting interests are shaped 
by infrastructure histories that have restricted the 
types of transport options available. Such car-centric 
views may also be entrenched at local government 
levels, impeding cycling specific infrastructure. In 
2021, North Sydney councillors opposed a $2.7 
million cycleway grant from Transport for NSW due to 
a projected loss of motor vehicle parking. 

One mechanism to chip away at such difficulties 
is a larger state-funded, city-wide active transport 
project which purchases ‘blue’ industrial and under-
used spaces as advocated by Steven Fleming. This 
could be marketed to an adverse public under the 
initial disclaimer that vehicle road networks would 
remain largely unaffected. As the City of Sydney has 
found, installing cycleways where possible is key to 
draw more people to active transport by highlighting 
that it is a normal, everyday activity. For instance, 
during the recent COVID-19 lockdowns, under the 
guise of easing pressure on both roads and public 
transport, the City of Sydney Council teamed with 
the NSW Government to put in place six ‘pop-up’ 
cycleways across the city. The hope is that as 
pockets of cycling infrastructure become ordinary 
aspects of streetscapes, they operate as a cue for 
potential riders and embolden demands for more 
extensive options, ideally prompting greater state 
and federal government investment in and more 
substantial reallocation of current road networks to 
active transport facilities. It is perhaps for this reason 
that pop-up cycleways are contested. 

Mitigating bikelash

To supplement the revenue loss from car 
registration, toll ways, parking and traffic violation 
fines, an added congestion tax which is directed 
to resourcing active transport options could 
further encourage the use of cycling across a 
city-wide network while reserving road access for 
ambulatory, service and differently abled transit. 
An active transport expert told us that the agency 
costed the proposed 2056 Greater Sydney cycle 
network, its health and lower traffic congestion 
benefits, but the report’s findings have not been 
allowed a public release. 

Moving out of iterative and hidden approaches 
into mainstream infrastructure remains a key 
need. Among other issues, if people cannot easily 
see the bike network — if they are too tucked 
away — they may as well not exist. As one policy 
officer put it to us, if the network is invisible (that is, 
it is not disruptive to vehicles), then it also means 
people are less likely to understand the new 
norms. A good demonstration of this principle is 
the Bourke Street Cycleway. It was very disruptive 
to the vehicle network and is also our most 
successful cycleway.

Visible disruption creates a bold break from  
old to usher in new behaviours. Even better,  
it seems that while ‘bikelash’ is predictable and 
unavoidable, it doesn’t necessarily translate to 
negative results for elected champions but can 
confirm re-election prospects. The final section 
summarises the key recommendations arising 
from our reflections to this point and suggests how 
a different city might come into being.

Broadway, Sydney. But better Artistic representation.

Broadway, Sydney, 2019.
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Pandemic  
revelations6.

T he disruptions of the COVID-19 pandemic 
showed both the possibilities and the 

obstacles confronting a vision of repurposed road 
networks, bent toward active transport (Waitt and 
Stanes 2021). At the height of Sydney’s restrictions, 
people turned to cycling as a convenient and safe 
method to travel and exercise. Bike retailers and 
mechanics reported surges in sales and repairs, 
as individuals and families took to the streets. 
Dialogue panel members who rode during the 
lockdown spoke of the freedom they gained, using 
roads that were previously unsafe and unattractive 
to cycle, finding they could now easily move from 
the north to the south, east to the west of the 
city. The City of Sydney separately noted a rise in 
cycling trips by 51% along Glebe’s foreshore, bike 
shops selling out of bicycles and Council’s cycling 
training courses becoming over-subscribed. 

However, as restrictions lightened, continued 
avoidance of trains and buses also increased the 
number of private vehicles on the road. The brief 
glimpse Sydneysiders had into the possibility 
of traffic-free roads was replaced by returned 
congestion. This is not just a challenge for 
cyclists, but also for the people who really need 
to use the roads to supply goods across the city, 
for disability access, or to operate emergency 
services. Heavy vehicles were involved in 20 of 
the 39 cyclist deaths across Australia in 2019 
(BITRE 2021: 4). Is the implication that trucks 
and cyclists are inevitably at loggerheads? (See 
trucking story, Figure 13)
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Trucking versus cycling:  
the driver’s view
I     commenced working as a heavy combination truck driver around the middle of my university degree 

in 2014. I grew up in a family that had a business with an aspect that focused on logistics & transport 
which led to me getting my heavy vehicle licence as soon as I was legally allowed (MR while on green 
P’s). I started driving trucks to help me fund the university degree, while also enjoying the night driving 
and work environment as a break from study. The current role I have is delivering groceries between 
warehouse and stores for a major grocery chain.

While driving heavy vehicles, my primary focus is safety—all other aspects are secondary. The delivery 
cannot occur unless safety is the top priority. Due to the nature of heavy vehicles (poor visibility, large 
stopping distances, long work hours, built up and busy environments), I must always be looking out 
for hazards in the form of other road users and the general road environment. This is due to untold 
experiences of poor attention and lack of situational awareness encountered by other road users.

As an avid cyclist of both road and mountain biking, the perception when I am in a truck is to give as much 
space as feasible to cyclists on road, while also looking out for them constantly due to their ability to 
seemingly disappear into blind spots. I take the approach of ‘if that was me on the bike, how would I act?’ 
and then act according to that. This is very similar to the way I approach motorbikes in the spaces around 
the truck. Usually freight corridors (busy main roads) are avoided by cyclists. However, there are some that 
are unavoidable, and in these areas higher levels of awareness are required — and where conflict happens.

Lockdown in Sydney made a strange environment where freight volumes were still at quite a high rate, 
due to the aspect of panic in the community. Initially I was driving as much as I would in a busy Christmas 
period. The roads themselves were much quieter, which had the impact of a less mentally strenuous shift, 
while also contributing to faster deliveries. A large reduction in general user traffic was noticed, with most 
traffic in my night shifts being other freight vehicles and emergency vehicles.

Today with lockdown wound back, the traffic volumes have returned to previous levels (from a shift 
length, delivery time and general observation perspective). There has been a notable increase of people 
taking other means for getting around, particularly cycling. This certainly lines up with the massive sales 
of bikes over the COVID-19 period.

If anything, the lockdowns showed that roads that are freed from private vehicles make accessibility for 
trucks, ambulances and other services easier — and can accommodate cyclists too. Cyclists and trucks 
do not need to be mortal enemies!

Figure 13.

As noted, the wider ARC research team 
conducted a rapid survey of 443 respondents, 
tracking how the pandemic impacted cycling 
behaviour (Fuller et al. 2021). This survey found 
that most respondents were already cyclists 
before the COVID-19 restrictions, although a 
proportion (17%) exclusively took up or returned 
to cycling during the lockdowns, largely in pursuit 
of physical exercise. Having more time to ride 
was a key incentive. 

However, the continuing absence of extended 
segregated cycling infrastructure remained 
a source of frustration, forcing cyclists to 
share paths that were newly crowded with 
pedestrians and less skilled cyclists. The results 
also suggested that the existing infrastructure 
across Greater Sydney is not ready for a mass 
uptake in cycling, even if we could wish this into 
an overnight becoming. Respondents still cycled 
in the restricted areas where they felt they could 
do so safely—and these spaces swiftly became 
over-populated under the smallest of pro-cycling 
changes. If even 20% of the population were to 
expect safe spaces to park their bicycles, or easy 
ways to get onto and off public transport, or easy 
ways into and out of schools and supermarkets, 
or ways to avoid conflicts with cars and 
pedestrians, they would be sorely disappointed. 

This is no cause for despondency. If anything, it 
confirms that bikes are a safe and hygienic active 
transport alternative, that interested publics 
exist, and that Sydney’s existing road network is 
perfectly positioned for greater physical transport 
utilisation, even if getting there requires bolder 
solutions, high volumes of investment and rapid 
cultural change. A funded, well-integrated multi-
modal transportation master plan, which prioritises 
infrastructures that are comfortable, convenient, 
safe, and attractive for everyone, regardless of age 
or ability, and which include considerations for 
walking, cycling, transit, emergency, and goods and 
services movement, could be realised if the existing 
network is reconceived and repurposed. Along with 
net zero carbon emission targets, funding a mode 
share shift to 50% active transport use by 2030 is 
entirely feasible; where the current 2% target is so 
insignificant, it may as well not exist. 

The clear solution to transforming Sydney into a 
renowned cycling city is to seize the roads. They 
are a perfect pre-existing network connecting 
the entirety of the city, ripe for becoming a 
more equitable infrastructural commons which 
respects the diversity of people who ride bikes, 
many who don’t think of themselves as cyclists, 
and indeed might distance themselves from being 
‘sporty’. In the words of one of our participants: 
“This would require massive infrastructural 
change to make cycling as easy as possible. 
Cycling needs to become the easiest means of 
transport. There needs to be massive investment; 
cultural attitudes would follow.” The following 
section suggests some ideas that might be 
adopted or strengthened to get us there.
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W e need to shift Sydney’s road networks 
to a public commons where motorised 

vehicles are the invited guest. However, as we 
argue in ‘Money Story,’ even if we lower the level 
of difficulty to take up cycling, a major impasse 
is the difficulty to derive profit from cycling as 
a fundamentally more efficient and cheaper 
transport system. Available funding for urban 
redesign could be made available by:

• State and federal governments to pool 
funding for active transport and to report on 
these as separate items

• Bicycle infrastructure and end-of-journey 
facilities in all major constructions (new  
and refurbishment programs) as a condition 
of approval 

• Targets for the removal of private cars,  
not just increases in leisure cycling

• ‘Hot spot’ funding for problem areas to be 
deducted from toll road companies as a 
condition of their fee extraction business

• A return of privatised land to public purpose 
may be required, paid for by taxation systems 
(traffic congestion charges) that make cycling 
the easiest option in our cities

The experiences of bicycle couriers during the 
pandemic in ‘Cycling to and for Work’ highlight 
the terrible consequences that arise from a 
lack of investment in cycling infrastructure. 
The following solutions work to redress these 
infrastructural problems:

• Require cycling delivery companies charge 
a cycling infrastructure levy as the public 
relations face of a legislated requirement for 
less exploitative employment systems

• Local and state governments replace shared 
transport routes with segregated facilities 
separating roads from cycleways, and 
cycleways from pedestrian footpaths

• Offer unimpeded driving at the same  
speed limits on major roads featuring 
separated cycleways

• Consistent application of slower speeds  
(10-30km/hour) in neighbourhood areas

Focussing on the City of Sydney LGA, the 
following solutions would further build on 
current initiatives to get more people on bicycles, 
to further build political support for greater 
infrastructure investment: 

• Support community bike ambassadors  
to assist new and returning cyclists to 
develop confidence and familiarity with 
commuting options

• Attend to the ambiguity of rules around 
taking bikes on trains, busses, and trams, all of 
which have a lack of bicycle specific storage 

• Continue bike familiarity and bike  
restoration programs

Ways forward7.
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As we argued in ‘Cycling for All’, the pandemic 
lockdowns of 2020 and 2021 forced those who 
could work from home to do so. The resulting 
lack of traffic on neighbourhood roads afforded a 
glimpse of life that might be arranged outside  
of central business districts. The following 
measures are a means to lower the current 
difficulty thresholds that prevent all different types 
of people from riding in our neighbourhoods safely: 

Change the mindset of pro-driving adherents: 

• comprehensive traffic calming measures 
throughout Sydney 

• remove on-street parking places

• supply off-street parking facilities for residents 
and temporary visitors

• reallocate road space to cycling pathways

• close most laneways to motorised vehicles, 
in favour of benches, gardens, paths, 
drinking fountains, seasonal shade and water 
harvesting facilities

John’s story in ‘Redesigning the City’ and the 
difficulties he found working with police provides 
further impetus for the following measures:

Refocus policing efforts and accident analyses 
toward increased active transport:

• have a designated cycling champion within 
each police station

• critical review of the ‘rules of evidence’ used 
to prosecute drivers for such practices as 
failing to stop or slow for pedestrian strips, 
doorings (especially on roads without dedicated 
cycleways), conflict zones such as driveways and 
areas where cyclists are forced to spill onto roads

• conduct rigorous accident analyses with a 
view to redesigning streets for easier cycling 
with any amendments

• analyse how cyclists break road rules to 
increase the safety of their journeys with a 
view to mitigating the need to do so

• acknowledge cyclists’ right of way as road users

And finally, to further build on the City of Sydney’s 
pioneering work we hold that the State Government:

• Extend the City of Sydney’s ‘block by block’ 
planning strategy as a legally mandated 
infrastructure design for Greater Sydney

• Ensure ongoing dialogue with and configure 
active transport infrastructure around 
Sydney’s diverse communities, attending to 
class, gender, race, disability, age and climate 
protection issues

• Subsidise e-bike purchases for income eligible 
households and other incentives for bike ownership

This report asks that Sydney becomes a 
place which puts the capacity to actively 
move through our streets and byways 
as its main priority. This would enable 
the city to reduce its carbon footprint 
and increase its vibrancy. Let us be the 
velotopia of the South.

In Summary
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